V O C E R A

S M A R T B A D G E

So many moving parts.
One way to keep them together.
The Vocera Smartbadge is a wearable
communication device that enables clinician agility
and accelerates patient care. Small, lightweight,
and purpose-built for healthcare, the Smartbadge
redefines healthcare communications by bringing
together voice calling, secure messaging, and
alerts and alarms in a lightweight wearable.
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Complexity begs simplicity.

The pace, complexity, and unpredictability of the hospital environment cause care
team members to multitask and reprioritize constantly. Care teams need to field
multiple interruptions and shifting variables in real time while still delivering the
best possible patient care. They need tools that help them to identify priorities,
access information, and communicate effectively – yet allow them to keep both
hands free so they can communicate and access and share information without
interrupting patient care. It’s often impractical and inefficient for clinicians to manage
a smartphone when providing hands-on patient care.
Imagine neonatologists and nurses caring for sick babies in a closed unit: Both
hands are engaged with tiny patients and infection control is paramount. The need
to communicate across obstructed lines of sight means stopping to use a phone
and then washing their hands – yet again – before care can continue. Now imagine
a hundred such moments for those nurses and doctors, every day.

It’s time to change the conversation.
Meet the Vocera Smartbadge.

Designed to enable clinician agility and accelerate patient care, the Vocera®

Built for ease. Built for agility.

The Vocera Smartbadge is purpose-

Smartbadge is an entirely new approach to patient-centered healthcare

built for patient care. It enables care

communication. Leveraging our nearly two-decade track record of responding to

team members to:

the challenges hospital clinicians face every day, the Smartbadge redefines and

• Make and answer calls hands-free

revolutionizes the way care teams connect, collaborate, and act.

• Receive alert and alarm notifications
in tandem with patient information for

Situational awareness. In sync.

real-time situational awareness and to

The Smartbadge is powered by the Vocera Platform, which enables data to be

help reduce interruption fatigue
• Connect with the right person simply

aggregated from most clinical and operational systems used in hospitals today.

by saying a name, role, or group name

The Smartbadge allows patient information from those systems to be presented in
parallel with notifications to enable real-time situational awareness and help reduce
interruption fatigue.
Bring the care team in. Even when they’re out.

Wake up the Smartbadge and initiate a call by saying, “Hey Vocera” or

“OK Vocera.” Then say a name, a role, or a group name to connect instantly with
care team members inside or outside the hospital. There’s no need to remember

phone numbers or keep track of who’s on call. The Smartbadge responds to more
than 100 voice commands through an optimized speech-recognition engine.
You can send broadcast messages easily to rapid response groups, such as
code blue and sepsis-response teams. A dedicated panic button allows you to
summon help instantly.
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Lightweight. Lightning fast.

The Smartbadge is light enough to wear comfortably. Clip it to your shirt for
hands-free operation or hold it to your ear for privacy. Use the touchscreen
keyboard to find contacts quickly and send secure text messages. Read
messages as easily as with a smartphone, and see important, actionable
information at a glance on the ample screen. Enable an additional layer of
security when you enter a secure personal identification number (PIN) using the
touchscreen.
One device. Improved control.

Hardware, software, and firmware are integrated in the Smartbadge, so your
organization has control over what takes priority and is presented to the end
Built for privacy.

Built for convenience.

user. And since the embedded software is designed specifically for healthcare,
there’s no need to layer on additional applications.

In addition to voice activation,
the Vocera Smartbadge also
allows users to:
• Send and receive secure
text messages
• Read messages as easily
as with a smartphone

Diverse needs. A single platform.

The Vocera Platform lets you standardize on an application while allowing
clinicians and staff to communicate in a variety of ways using the device that is
right for their role – Smartbadge, Vocera Badge, Android or iOS smartphone, or
desktop console. Our platform can scale from a single department to an entire
integrated delivery network.

Our solutions have earned security credentials
from the U.S. Army, U.S. Department of Defense,
and the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and enable HIPAA compliance.
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Technical Details
Device
specifications

Dimensions: 100mm x 52mm x 17mm
2.4” touchscreen with haptic touch call button
89g, comfortable to wear
Illuminated LED light for call status and presence visualization
Dedicated one-touch panic button
“Do not disturb” button
Microphone array
Hands-free speaker
Dedicated handset mode receiver

100 mm

Bluetooth-enabled
USB C charging port
802.11ac dual-band wi-fi
Supports shared devices
Removable battery with 4 hours active battery life, 40 hours standby
8-bay charging stations
Wearable accessories
Ruggedized for the healthcare environment
Integrated hardware, software, and firmware

52 mm

Actual Size

System
requirements

Vocera Voice Server 5.3.1 or later, and Vocera Messaging Server 5.3.1 or later.
Consult with your Vocera account manager for specific feature compatibility.

To learn more about the Vocera Smartbadge
and the Vocera Platform, visit vocera.com,
email info@vocera.com, or call 1-888-9-VOCERA.

Vocera
Communications, Inc.
525 Race Street
San Jose, CA 95126
tel : +1 408 882 5100
fax : +1 408 882 5101
toll free : +1 888 9VOCERA
www.vocera.com
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